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TOWN OF BELMONT
GRANTED MAY 20, 1727, as a part of GILMANTON
INCORPORATED JUNE 21, 1859 as UPPER GILMANTON
INCORPORATED JUNE 24, 1869 as BELMONT
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UNITED STATES SENATORS
Judd Gregg of Greenfield
Robert Smith of Tuftonboro
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
Bill Zeliff of Jackson
STATE SENATOR OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Edward (Ned) Gordon of Bristol
REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT
Gordon E. Bartlett of Belmont
Thomas G. Cain of Belmont
John H. Thomas of Belmont
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TOWN OFFICERS
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Your Board of Selectmen has accomplished much during the past year of
1994. Our following report contains the highlights of a productive year for our
community of Belmont.
The Town Landfill was officially closed during the year. All State permits
were applied for and obtained with the assistance of our Engineers, Whitman
and Howard. Contracts were advertised and awarded and the construction
completed on time and under budget. As promised the Board did not use any
of the bonding authority granted at the 1994 Annual Town Meeting for any of
this project. We will ask the Town to repeal this bond at the 1995 Annual Town
Meeting.
The Board, together with the Sewer Commissioners, with the able assis-
tance of State Representative Gordon Bartlett, obtained a $350,000
Community Development Block Grant and a $100,000 Emergency Grant from
the State Department of Environmental Services to place sewer lines in Arlene
Drive and Ladd Hill Road to take care of failed septic systems in this area.
Construction on this new sewer line will begin in the spring of 1995.
The new Fire Station construction started during the year and thanks to
the donations to the Department and many hours of donated labor, the Fire
Department should be moving into their new quarters in the early part of
1995. Our thanks for the super effort of our private, business and corporate
citizens. A special thanks to the First Deposit National Bank for their $50,000
donation to this effort.
The Highway Department spent many hours completing their normal
work load to which was added the paving and improvements of Plummer Hill
Road and a portion of Jamestown Road. Middle Route was ditched, graveled,
graded and paved. Union Road, from Jamestown to Hurricane, was rebuilt
and paved. Dutile Road was ditched, graveled, ledge removed and paving
scheduled for early in 1995. The balance of Durrell Mountain Road will also be
paved during 1995.
The fuel tanks located at the Highway Department facilities on Sargent
Street and Hurricane Road are scheduled for removal in early 1995 under a
contract awarded during 1994. The Board also approved the purchase of new
contained fuel facilities to be located on the new Fire Station property off of
Route 140. Delivery of the new tanks is scheduled for early spring.
In the area of conservation, the Board had recommended and the Town
Meeting created a Town Forest from holdings taken by tax deed between Route
106 and Wildlife Boulevard. This large holding is now dedicated to future gener-
ations as open space. The Board added to these holdings during 1994 by taking
tax deeds for the Tioga Dam and added holdings off of Main Street to be kept as
open space within the center of the Village. The dam site will be breached and
repaired through donations to the Conservation Commission.
In financial matters the Selectmen and Town Treasurer with the assis-
tance of the various Department Heads have worked closely with staff and for
the first time in many years the Town did not have to borrow funds in anticipa-
tion of taxes during 1994. This resulted in the savings of $100,000 in tax dol-
lars during the year.
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Your Selectmen have been addressing the existing problems at the
Belmont Mill Complex located in the Village. Through court actions the com-
plex is being cleaned of special and hazardous wastes found on the site. The
site is also being secured for safety reasons. The Board awarded a contract to
develop a proposal for filing to receive a $350,000 Community Development
Block Grant during 1995 to place a Senior Citizens Center in the Mill
Complex. $100,000 in Town surplus funds have been placed in the budget to
assist in this proposal that will cost $442,000. Also being developed is a 2 year
$700,000 proposal for a Youth Center. This proposal is for 1996 and 1997.
These proposals are conditioned upon the Town taking the property for non-
payment of taxes and the completion of the hazardous waste cleanup.
We would like to thank our employees, Town Officials and our citizens for
all of their help and assistance during the past year. Your help and dedication
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BELMONT TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF BELMONT IN THE COUNTY
OF BELKNAP, IN THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, QUALIFIED TO
VOTE IN TOWN AFFAIRS.
You are hereby notified to meet for the 1995 Annual Town Meeting of the Town
of Belmont to be holden in two sessions as follows:
FIRST SESSION
The FIRST SESSION shall be holden at the Roland S. Kimball Auditorium,
Belmont High School, Belmont, New Hampshire, on the 14th day of March
next, between the hours of 7:00 o'clock in the forenoon and 7:00 o'clock in the
afternoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Manufactured Housing Parks will no longer be a Permitted use in the
Rural and Residential Multi-Family Zones
All proposals for existing Manufactured Housing Parks would be reviewed
under the Subdivision Regulations, not the Site Plan Review Regulations
to comply with Sate Law.
Manufactured Housing Units, as defined by State Law, may only be used
as dwelling units.
YES NO
3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Allow Single family dwellings and manufactured housing units on individ-
ual lots in the Residential Multi-Family Zone as a permitted use and do
not require a special exception.
YES NO
4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #3 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
To increase the height of a structure that does not meet setbacks, a Special
Exception must be obtained.
To increase the width or length of a structure that does not now meet set-
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backs, further into the setback a Variance must be obtained as well as a
Special Exception.
YES NO
5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #4 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Create a new sign definition for Business Park Directory signs, of any size,
and allow them to be as close to the roadside property line as 10 feet.
Require that all outside lighting for signs not shine into traffic or onto
abutting properties.
YES NO
6. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #5 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Do not regulate any "minimum size" for individual business parking
spaces in the Zoning Ordinance. Instead, it shall be regulated in the Site
Plan Review Regulations to allow for more flexibility in determining the
needs of individual proposals.
YES NO
7. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #6 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Allow Zoning Board Members to make individual site views of proposals
coming before them prior to their public hearing.
YES NO
8. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #7 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Reduce the number of dwelling units that are allowed on one acre in the
Residential Multi-Family Zone from four to two.
YES NO
9. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #8 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
For multi-family dwellings that are restricted to elderly occupancy, only,
as defined and required by Federal Regulations, up to eight dwelling units
per acre will be allowed in the applicable zones.
YES NO
10.. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #9 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
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Allow In-Law Apartments in the Residential Multi-Family, Rural and
Village Zones; and also allow them by Special Exception in the Residential
Single Family Zone. Also require that units approved as "In-Law" units
may be occupied by any member(s) of the immediate family of the people
occupying the main dwelling unit.
YES NO
11. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #10 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance:
Require that there be a thirty foot fire separation between buildings locat-
ed on the same lot only if those buildings are not used in relation to each
other. As an example, the separation would be required between two sepa-
rate dwellings located on the same lot. However, no separation would be
required between a dwelling and its own related garage, shed, barn, etc..
YES NO
12. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #11 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Zoning/Wetlands Conservation District
Ordinances:
When there is a question as to whether a wetlands is mapped correctly,
the Planning Board may require input, including that from the Belmont
Conservation Commission upon which to make the determination.
YES NO
13. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #12 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance/Map:
At the request of the property owner, and with the support of the Planning
Board, change the Zoning of tax lot 10/37/00 on Route 3 from Rural to
Commercial.
YES NO
14. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #13 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Zoning Ordinance/Map:
At the request of the property owner, and with the support of the Planning
Board, change the Zoning of tax lot 10/36/00 on Route 3 from Rural to
Commercial.
YES NO
15. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #14 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Belmont Flood Plain Development Ordinance::
Adoption of NH Model Flood Plain Ordinance (Model B) with the required
Federal amendments and repeal of previously adopted Flood Plain
Ordinance as amended.
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Amendments are required by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
in order for Belmont to remain in the National Flood Insurance Program.
Many individuals in Belmont have been able to obtain Flood Insurance
through the National Program, but it is necessary for the Town to comply
with Federally mandated amendments to maintain that insurance and to
stay in the National Program.
YES NO
16. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #15 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Building & Life Safety Codes:
In order to clarify and define the existing Building and Safety Codes
under which the Town regulates, delete all Building and Safety Codes
adopted by the Town prior to this date with the exception of the BOCA
Basic Building Code and the BOCA Basic Fire Prevention Code as adopted
by the Town in 1979 and the NFPA 101 Life Safety Code as adopted by the
Town in 1985.
Also, adopt the CABO one and two family dwelling code, 1992 Edition as
referenced in the BOCA Building Code noted above.
Also, adopt the National Electric Code, ANSI/NFPA 70, as adopted by the
National Fire Protection Association, Inc., and approved by the American
National Standards Institute, 1990 Edition.
Also, adopt the BOCA National Plumbing Code, as recommended and
maintained by the Building Officials and Code Administrators
International, Inc., 1990 Edition.
As allowed by RSA 674:52-VI, adopt the provisions for simplified adoption
of updates of the above mentioned national codes.
YES NO
NOTE: AN OFFICIAL COPY OF THE ABOVE AMENDMENTS ARE ON
FILE AT THE OFFICE OF THE TOWN CLERK, AND WILL ALSO BE ON
DISPLAY AT THE ROLAND S. KIMBALL AUDITORIUM, BELMONT HIGH
SCHOOL, ON THE DATE OF THE MEETING.
SECOND SESSION
The SECOND SESSION shall be holden at the Roland S. Kimball Auditorium,
Belmont High School, Belmont, New Hampshire, on the 18th day of March
next at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the unused and unissued
Landfill Closure Bond authorized under Article 1 of the 1994 Annual Town
Meeting.
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ARTICLE 2. To hear and act upon the Reports of Committees.
ARTICLE 3. To see what the Town will do with the income from the John M.
Sargent Trust Fund.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$153,671.00 for the reconstruction of Class V Highways, and said appropria-
tion to be funded by $43,423.00 to be raised by taxation and $110,248.00 from
Highway Block Grant Funds provided by the Sate ofNew Hampshire.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$91,437.00 for Water Distribution and Treatment expenses for the ensuing
year.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$306,124.00 for the operation and maintenance of Sewage Collection and
Disposal System.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$24,500.00 to be added to the established Capital Reserve Fund for the
Replacement of a Fire Engine by the Winnisquam Fire Department, all as pre-
scribed in RSA 35.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to name the Board of Selectmen as
Agents of the Town, for the Capital Reserve Fund established to replace a fire
engine at the Winnisquam Fire Department, and to authorize the Selectmen
to expend such funds for such purpose, and to close such Capital Reserve
Fund, any remaining funds to be deposited in the established Capital Reserve
Fund for Fire Department Equipment, all as prescribed in RSA 35.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund
for Renovations to Town Buildings, as prescribed in RSA 35, and to raise and
appropriate from surplus the sum of $85,000.00 to be placed in such fund, all
as prescribed in RSA 35.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$85,000.00, said sum to be raised from surplus (fund balance), for the purpose
of renovating the Belmont Fire Station, located at Fuller and Sargent Streets,
into a facility for the Belmont Police Department, such sum to include the
original equipping of said facility.
SUBMITTED BY PETITION. NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE
BOARD OF SELECTMEN.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund
for Renovation to the Belmont Mill, as prescribed in RSA 35, and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $100,000.00 to be placed in such fund, such funds to be
raised from surplus, and to name the Board of Selectmen as Agents of the
Town for the purposes of expending such fund, as prescribed in RSA 35, and to
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authorize the Board of Selectmen to expend such funds for the renovations
and rehabilitation of the Belmont Mill upon the receipt of CDBG Funds from
the State of New Hampshire.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to ratify a one-year contract
between the Town of Belmont and AFSCME Local 534 with a cost of
$40,805.00 and that this sum be added to the appropriate line items in the
1995 Annual Town Budget.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$50,000.00 to be added to the established Capital Reserve Fund for Fire
Department Equipment in accordance with the provisions ofRSA 35.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$63,500.00 for the construction and paving of Cotton Hill Road.
SUBMITTED BY PETITION. NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE BUD-
GET COMMITTEE.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,296,773.00 to fund the Town Budget as Recommended by the Budget
Committee:
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Stationery
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Patrolman's Salary
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Station Coverage
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Tires
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F.D. SCBA Spare Cylinders
F.D.SIMCO Power Units
F.D. Forestry High Pressure Pump
F.D. Paving
B.I. Portable Gas Monitor
F.D. Servis Firebreak Boots
F.D. Maxi Force Lifting Bags
F.D. Radios




FA. Town Clerk Equipment
W.F.D. Survivair Packs





H.D. One Ton Truck
H.D. Two Eleven Foot Plows
H.D. Brush Chipper







E.D. Economic Development Committee
F.D. Dry Hydrant Maintenance
H.D. Fuel Tank Removal
S.W. Landfill Closure
CM. Cemetery Maintenance
H.D. Durgin Brook Bridge Repairs
H.D. Cotton Hill Road Study
H.D. Marsh Hill Spring Repairs
TOTAL CAPITAL OUTLAY $
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ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to rescind from the Town Ordinances the
following sections dealing with camping, Section 8 - Motorcycle Weekend and Section
11 - Camping Ordinance, thereby making all camping subject to the existing Zoning
and Site Plan Ordinances.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell
and convey mobile homes of low value, acquired by Tax Collector's Deed, to any party
for scrap value or removal without sealed bids or a public auction, the authorization
hereunder shall remain in effect until rescinded by a Town Meeting.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to rescind its actions under Article 17 of
the 1970 Annual Town Meeting authorizing Troop 65, Boy Scouts of America, to con-
struct and maintain a scouting area on Town land adjacent to Pout pond, and to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to utilize the gravel deposit located on such land for
the purposes of road construction and maintenance subject to the annual reclamation
of areas where gravel removal has been completed and subject to the Town of
Belmont's Earth Removal and Reclamation Ordinances and Regulations.
Given under our hands and seal this 13th day of February in the year of our Lord one








We certify that on the 14th day of February, 1995, we posted an attested copy of the
within Warrant at the place of meeting within named and posted a like copy at the
Belmont Town Hall, the Belmont Post Office and Sarge's Store, all being public places
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TOWN CLERK' S REPORT— 1994
Auto Registrations (7485 up from 7140)
Municipal Agent Fees (5181 up from 3856)
Dog Licenses-Inc. Kennels (472 up from 391)
Recordings & Discharges
Marriage Licenses (55 up from 43)
Copies
Filing Fees
Title Applications Fees (CTA)











Total Remitted to Treasurer $472,384.51
I hereby certify that the above Town Clerk's Report is correct according to the
best ofmy knowledge and belief.
Doralyn M. Harper
Town Clerk

























Total Acres in Current Use
Total Acres Withdrawn from Current Use in 1994
Total Acres Receiving 20% Recreational Adjustment





NOTICE TO CURRENT USE APPLICANTS
New applicants for Current Use must fully complete a current use application
form with a map clearly showing the land to be considered for Current Use
Taxation. All applications and maps must be filed with the Board of Selectmen
not later than April 15, 1995, with the required filing fee.
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1994 TAX RATES
Town Appropriations $ 3,352,536.00
Less: Town Revenues 2,009,588.00
Less: Shared Revenues 28,503.00
Add: Overlay 126,195.00
Add: War Service Credits 50,400.00
Net Town Appropriation to be Raised by Taxes $ 1,491,040.00
Net School Assessment $ 5,611,918.00
Less: Shared Revenue 84,912.00
Amount to be Raised for Schools $ 5,527,006.00
Net County Assessment $ 522,892.00
Less: Shared Revenue 5,844.00
Amount to be Raised for County $ 517,048.00
Total Property Taxes Assessed $ 7,535,094.00
Less: War Service Credits 50,400.00
TOTAL PROPERTY TAX COMMITMENT $ 7,484,694.00
TAX RATE APPROVED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
$30.28 PER $1,000.00 OF ASSESSED VALUATION.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
AND EXPENDITURES
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1994
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF REVENUES
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1994
REVENUE TYPE
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Payments in Lieu of Taxes
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1994 SUMMARY OF INVENTORY OF VALUATION
VALUE OF LAND











































War Service Credits 392 X $100.00
Totally and Permanently Disabled











TOTAL TAX EXEMPT LAND AND BUILDINGS $ 9,938,010.00
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TOTALS $262,143 $2,443 $780 $55,640 $321,006




First N.H. Bank (checking)
First N.H. Bank (CD. and/or US Treas.)
First N.H. Bank (payroll)




Balance During and Transfers








First Deposit National Bank 22,139.96 75.00 22,064.9
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
First Deposit National Bank 229.01 0.00
DRUG FORFEITURE FUND
First Deposit National Bank 1,079.34 27.97 1,107.31
SEWER DEPARTMENT
New Dartmouth Bank (Village M.M.)
New Dartmouth Bank (Village Ck.)
New Dartmouth Bank (Village CD.)
First N.H. Bank (Winnis.M.M.)
First N.H. Bank (Winnis. Ck.)












First Deposit National Bank (Village Ck.)
First Deposit National Bank (Winnis.Ck)
First Deposit National Bank (Village CD.)
First Deport National Bank (Village CD.)
First N.H. Bank (Village M.M.)
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1994 EMPLOYEE WAGES PAID
Albert Akerstrom, III $ 36,599.50
Mark A. Akerstrom 1,616.69
Robert S. Akerstrom 41.70
Gary G. Boisvert 3,600.00
Claire A. Booth 222.50
Diana A. Bourque 197.50
Arilda M. Brown 222.50
Calvin D. Brown 207.50
Luther Brown 29,477.57
Richard A. Bryant 33,344.45
Loring R. Child 1,658.88
Donna J. Cilley 12,025.00
Francis R. Clairmont 32,945.74
Cory D. Clark 1,360.97
Carl E. Cleveland, Jr. 44.59
Patricia M. Clifford 21,781.47
Steven H. Crockett 34,356.32
Candace L. Daigle 13,172.00
Steven J. Dalton 1,454.65
Sandra Daoust 892.05
Clarence J. Davis 9,142.73
James W. Davis 28,519.24
Linda Davis 233.80
Ava Dungelman 6,321.00
Susan L. Dupuis 500.00
Audrey A. Ekberg 365.00
David L.Estes 31,336.47
Dorothy Estes 8,124.92
Robert C. Ferris, Jr. 1,240.60
Steven W. Fournier 300.00
Gregory A. Gaudet 1,743.68
Frederic J. Greene 28,793.63
Arthur O. Guinard, Sr. 1,170.00
Doralyn Harper 28,993.32
Bruce R. Hibbard 21,220.06
Elizabeth A. Hoey 222.50
Phyllis J. Hoey 222.50
Jeffrey N. Huckins, Sr. 685.36
Susan R. Jesseman 2,047.88
Kenneth Kreis 41.70
Carol A. Lacasse 20,379. 13
Norman N. Lacasse 25,263.29
Bradley A. Lawrence 2,500.97
Roxanne L. Lawrence 1,671.90
Jonathan Lawson 1,526.90
Norman J. Lemay 18,736.70
Mark B. Lewandoski 33,506. 17
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DEPARTMENTAL EXPENSES 1994




Town Accountant Salary $22,601.96
Town Treasurer Salary 4,500.00
Tax Collector Salary 14,494.74
Deputy Tax Collector Salary 9,381.89
Budget Committee Expenses 135.00
Telephone 159.44
Tax Collector Postage 4,664.92







Treasurer's General Expense 590.38
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PLANNING BOARD










Public Officials Liability 1,909.00

















Dog Control Officer 2,367.25
Holiday Pay 12^591.00







Mileage Dog Officer 527.62
Service Contracts 3,715.83
Computer 715.00
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Photo, Lab & Blood Tests
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Supplies
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SANITATION - SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
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RECREATION
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CAPITAL OUTLAY
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S COMMUNICATION OF
REPORTABLE CONDITIONSAND OTHER MATTERS
Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen and Town Administrator
Town of Belmont , Belmont, New Hampshire
In planning and performing our audit of the Town of Belmont for the year
ended December 31, 1993, we considered the Town's internal control structure
in order to determine the scope of our auditing procedures for the purpose of
expressing our opinion on the financial statements. Our review of these sys-
tems was not intended to provide assurance on the internal control structure
and should not be relied on for that purpose.
Under the standards established by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, reportable conditions involve matters coming to our atten-
tion relating to significant deficiencies in the design or operation of the inter-
nal control structure that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the Town's
ability to record, process, summarize, and report financial data consistent with
the assertions of management in the financial statements. A material weak-
ness is a reportable condition in which the design or operation of one or more
of the internal control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low
level the risk that errors or irregularities, in amounts that would be material
in relation to the financial statements being audited, may occur and not be
detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of perform-
ing their assigned functions. Our consideration of the internal control struc-
ture would not necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control struc-
ture that might constitute reportable conditions and, accordingly, would not
necessarily disclose all reportable conditions that are also considered to be
material weaknesses as defined above.
During the course of our review, the following conditions were noted that
were considered to be material weaknesses as defined above:
TAX COLLECTOR
1. Improvements Over Prior-Year Comments
Our examination of the Tax Collector's accounts revealed many
improvements from our comments and recommendations of the prior
year. However, we still had to make corrections to the MS-61 report
which are noted in the next section.
2. Unreliability of MS-61 Report
The Summary of Warrants (MS-61) as prepared by the Tax Collector
had many unreliable amounts. The following errors were noted on
the MS-61.
a. The 1993 property tax commitment was overstated by $8,675. 17.
b. Abatements were understated on the summary by $3417.35.
c. The Tax Collector reconciled unredeemed taxes manually.
d. Beginning unredeemed property, land use, and yield taxes did not
agree with prior-year ending balances from the MS-61.
It is apparent that the Tax Collector did not follow through completely
with the reconciliation process during the year, and we must continue to stress
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the importance of reconciling the Tax Collector's accounts to insure a proper
accounting for all taxes committed to the Collector.
RECOMMENDATIONS
We discussed the following with the Tax Collector and her assistant:
1. We recommend that the Tax Collector reconcile monthly with the
Town Accountant using the records generated by the computer col-
lection system.
2. Reconcile remittances to the Treasurer with amounts received per the
"Tax Collector's Trial Balance" report from the computer. Any vari-
ances noted should be researched and reconciled with the Treasurer.
3. Reconcile uncollected and unredeemed figures at the end of the period
with the Town Accountant.
Also, the following conditions were noted that we do not consider to be
material weaknesses:
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS (Repeat Comment)
The Trustees of the Trust Funds have custody of the Town's Capital Reserve
Funds, namely the Computer, Fire Department Equipment, and Highway
Department Equipment Funds. All three are invested in Certificates of Deposits
and Fidelity Investments (specifically, Government National Mortgage
Association). Although the statutes allow Capital Reserve Funds to be invested
in bonds, notes or other obligations of the United States Government, it is the
opinion of the Attorney General's Office that the Fidelity Funds are considered
secondary markets and not direct investment of U.S. obligations.
A portion of each Capital Reserve Fund was invested in one mutual fund
account which is contrary to RSA 35:9 which states that "the moneys in each
such fund shall be kept in a separate account and not intermingled with other
funds of said municipality"
We again suggest that these funds be invested only in legal and separate
investments.
GENERAL FIXED ASSETS GROUP OF ACCOUNTS (Repeat Comment)
The Town does not maintain a record of its general fixed assets as
required by generally accepted accounting principles. This resulted in the
issuance of a qualified opinion on the financial statements in regard to the
general fixed assets group of accounts.
In order to conform with generally accepted accounting principles, a
detailed record of general fixed assets should be maintained. Consideration
should be given to valuing the inventory of the existing assets and setting poli-
cies for capitalization and elimination of items from the records.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of management
and others within the administration. This restriction is not intended to limit
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BELMONT ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
FEBRUARY 16 Arthur Berlin request for a variance of Article V, Table 2 and
Article VIII.A.3. to construct an addition closer to the front property line than
allowed, and a request for a special exception of Article VIII.A.3. to expand a
nonconforming structure. Property located at 21 Nancy Drive, Tax lot 30/01/00
in the "RS" Zone. GRANTED
MARCH 16 Richard Houle request for a variance of Article XII and Article V,
Table 1 to erect an off site advertising sign on property where the use did not
previously occur. Property located on Route 107, Tax lot 12/32/00 in the "R"
Zone. GRANTED
APRIL 20 Lawrence Dupont request for a special exception of Article V, Table
1 to construct a single family home in a "C" Zone. Property located on Dupont
Road, Tax lot 31/35/00 in the "C" Zone. GRANTED
MAY 19 Van Hertel request for a variance of Article V, Table 2 to allow a
boundary line adjustment which will further decrease the size of an existing
nonconforming lot. Property located on Gardner Grove Road, Tax lot 15/25/00
in the "RS" Zone. GRANTED
MAY 19 Jeffrey Long request for a variance of Article V, Table 2 to allow
removal and replacement of a portion of an existing structure closer to the
property line than allowed. Property located on Union Road, Tax lot 04/22/00
in the "RS" Zone. GRANTED
MAY 19 JoAnn Parziale request for a variance of Article rV of the Wetlands
Ordinance to allow replacement of dwelling closer to the high water mark
than allowed. Property located at Mallard's Landing, Tax lot 26/27/B/5S in the
"RS" Zone. GRANTED
MAY 19 Community Action Program request for a variance of Article V, Table
2 to allow construction of elderly housing project containing more dwelling
units per acre than allowed. Property located on Shaker Road, Tax lot 05/59/00
in the "V" Zone. DENIED
JUNE 15 Nancy Spearman request for a variance of Article V, Table 2 of the
Zoning Ordinance and Article rV of the Wetlands Ordinance to allow construc-
tion of an addition closer to the side property line and high water mark than
allowed and for a special exception ofArticle VIII.A.3 to expand a nonconform-
ing structure. Property located on Morgan Road, Tax lot 27/27/00 in the "R"
Zone. GRANTED
JUNE 15 Elizabeth Sacco request for a variance of Article W of the Wetlands
Ordinance to allow construction of an addition with less than the required set-
back from the high water mark. Property located on Jefferson Road, Tax lot
25/32/01 in the "RS" Zone. GRANTED
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JUNE 15 William Romprey request for a variance of Article V, Table 2 to allow
construction of an addition closer to the front property lines than allowed.
Property located on Holly Tree Lane, Tax lot 24/19/00 in the "RM" Zone.
GRANTED
JULY 11 William Romprey request for a special exception of Article VIII.A.2.
to expand a nonconforming use. Property is located on Holly Tree Lane, Tax
lot 24/19/00 in the "RM" Zone. GRANTED
JULY 20 Elizabeth Sacco request for a special exception of Article VIII.A.3. to
expand an existing nonconforming structure. Property located on Jefferson
Road, Tax lot 25/32/01 in an "RS" Zone. GRANTED
JULY 20 William Hart request for a special exception of Article V, Table 1, to
allow in-law apartment. Property located on Brown Hill Road, Tax lot 09/36/17
in the "R" Zone. GRANTED
JULY 20 Community Action Program rehearing of request for variance of
Article V, Table 2, to allow more units per acre than allowed by Ordinance.
Property located on Shaker Road, Tax lot 05/59/00 in the "V" Zone. GRANTED
JULY 20 Marcel Sinotte request for a variance of Article VII.C.3 & VILE, to
replace existing mobile home with less than the required setback to adjacent
unit. Property located at Mallard's Landing, Union Road, Tax lot 29/01/T/38F
in the "RS" Zone. GRANTED
JULY 20 Ivy Cottage Country Gift Shop request for a variance of Article XII,
Signs, to allow erection of on site advertising sign with less than the required
setback. Property located on Route 3, Tax lot 32/11700 in the "C" Zone. DENIED
JULY 20 David Tilden request for a variance of Article VII.C.3 to construct an
addition to existing mobile home with less than the required setback to adja-
cent unit, and a request for a special exception of Article VIII.A.3 to expand an
existing nonconforming structure. Property is located at Mallard's Landing,
Tax lot 29/01/T/24F in the "RS" Zone. GRANTED
JULY 20 Alson Engelhardt request for a variance of Article V, Table 2 to con-
struct an addition to existing garage with less than the required front setback,
and a special exception of Article VIII.A.3 to expand an existing nonconform-
ing structure. Property is located on Linda Drive, Tax lot 29/33/00 in the "RS"
Zone. GRANTED
AUGUST 17 Ray Melanson request for variances of Article V, Table 2 of the
Zoning Ordinance and Article IV of the Wetlands Ordinance to remove an
existing nonconforming structure and replace with a new manufactured hous-
ing unit closer to the adjacent unit and high water mark than allowed, and a
special exception of Article VIII.A.2 to expand a nonconforming use by replac-
ing a stick built unit with a manufactured housing unit. Property located at
Mallard's Landing, Tax lot 26/27/B/10 in the "RS" Zone. GRANTED
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AUGUST 17 Richard Hatch request for a variance of Article V, Table 2, to
replace a manufactured housing unit with less than the required setback from
adjacent units than allowed. Property located at Mallard's Landing, Tax lot
29/01/T/07F in the "RS" Zone. GRANTED
SEPTEMBER 21 Curtis Spaulding request for variance of Article IV. of the
Wetlands Ordinance to allow construction of a replacement dwelling closer to
the high water mark than allowed. Property located at Site 29S, Mallard's
Landing in an "RS" Zone, Tax Lot 26/27/T/29S. DENIED
SEPTEMBER 21 Paul Bourbeau request for variance of Article V, Table 2, to
allow construction of an addition to an existing dwelling with less than the
required front setback, and a request for a special exception ofArticle VIII.A.2.
to allow expansion of a nonconforming structure. Property located at 4
Moonshine Drive in an "RM" Zone, Tax lot 24/53/00. GRANTED
SEPTEMBER 21 Peter & Becky Luneau request for a variance of Article V,
Table 2, to allow construction of an addition to an existing residential garage
with less than the required front setback, and a request for a special exception
of Article VIII.A.2. to allow expansion of an existing nonconforming structure.
Property is located at 27 Mountain View Terrace in an "RM" Zone, Tax lot
24/64/00. GRANTED
SEPTEMBER 21 John & Catherine Throckmorton request for a variance of
Article V, Table 2, to allow construction of an addition to an existing residence
with less than the required front setback, and a request for a special exception
of Article VIII.A.2. to allow expansion of an existing nonconforming structure.
Property is located at 207 Gardner Grove Road in an "RS" Zone, Tax lot
15/13/00. GRANTED
SEPTEMBER 21 Jean Bolstridge request for a special exception of Article V,
Table 1 to allow in-law apartment use in existing dwelling, with addition.
Property located at 86 South Road in an "R" Zone, Tax lot 02/07/00. GRANTED
SEPTEMBER 21 Charles Gunnard request for a special exception of Article
VIII.A.2. to expand an existing nonconforming structure. Property located at
139 Gardner Grove Road in an "RS" Zone, Tax lot 15/47/00. GRANTED
OCTOBER 19 Norman & Carol Lettre request for variances of Article IV of
the Wetlands Ordinance and Article V, Table 2 of the Zoning Ordinance to
allow construction of a residential garage closer to the high water mark and
closer to the road than allowed, and request for special exception of Article
VIII.A.2. to expand existing nonconforming structure. Property is located at 50
Dutile Shore Road in an "RS" Zone, Tax lot 31/13/00. GRANTED
OCTOBER 19 Alan & David Doyon request for variances of Article rV of the
Wetlands Ordinance and Article V, Table 1, of the Zoning Ordinance to con-
struct new dwelling with less than the required setback from water and road-
side property line. Property is located at 89 Tucker Shore Road in an "RS"
Zone, Tax lot 28/01/00. DENIED
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OCTOBER 19 Belmont Auto request for a special exception of Article V, Table
1, to operate a Salvage Yard for salvage of manufactured housing units.
Property is located at 277 Hurricane Road in an "R" Zone, Tax lot 05/29/00.
GRANTED
NOVEMBER 16 Robert Reed request for a variance of Article V, Table 2 to
allow construction of a shed closer to the side property line than allowed.
Property is located at 122 Tucker Shore Road E. in an "RS" Zone, Tax lot
29/03/00. DENIED
NOVEMBER 16 Edward & Barbara Budroe request for a variance of Article V,
Table 2 to allow placement of a manufactured housing unit with less than the
required road setbacks and side setback. Property is located at 14 Pleasant
Valley Drive in an "RM" Zone, Tax lot 24/80/00. CxRANTED
NOVEMBER 16 Mallard's Landing Association request for a special exception
of Article VIII.A.2. to allow expansion of a nonconforming use by converting
one seasonal camping site to a seasonal manufactured housing site. Property
is located at Site 4W, 200 Union Road in an "RS" Zone, Tax lot 29/01/00.
GRANTED
NOVEMBER 16 James & Leslie Tuccolu request for a special exception of
Article VIII.A.2. to allow expansion of a nonconforming use by converting five
seasonal camping sites to seasonal manufactured housing sites. Property
located at 148 Bean Hill Road in an "RS" Zone, Tax lot 08/19/00. TABLED
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BELMONT PLANNING BOARD REPORT - 1994




Boundary Line Adjustments 5
Lot Mergers 2
Approval Revocation 1
Scenic Road Improvements 2
Informal Discussions 16
Abutters' Hearings 49
Meetings & Work Sessions 25
Site Plan Reviews for commercial development submitted to the Planning
Board showed the greatest increase in numbers. We have seen an upswing in
interest of businesses in expanding their current facilities or for new facilities.
Construction has begun on several of the approved projects.
During 1991, the newly elected Planning Board worked to develop new
procedures and a completely amended Zoning Ordinance that would be espe-
cially responsive to the needs of the business community. That new Ordinance
was adopted by the voters at the 1992 Town Meeting. A quick look back since
that time, gives us an idea of whether the Planning Board, along with the new
Ordinance, has created an atmosphere in which businesses can start out and
grow in Belmont. In the last four years, there have been 33 approvals for new
businesses in existing facilities; 15 approvals for new businesses in newly con-
structed facilities; and 4 approvals to expand the facilities of existing business.
The value of new and renovated commercial construction undertaken during
that time is over $3 million.
VALUE OF COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
Type of Construction (Number of Permits) Total Cost
1221:
New Construction (3)
Renovations (1) $ 671,000.00
1992:
New Construction (2)
Renovations (6) $ 927,500.00
1993:
New Construction (6)
Renovations (6) $ 615,200.00
1994:
New Construction (2)
Renovations (3) $ 805,800.00
$ 3,019,500.00
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As always, the Board spent considerable time on informal discussions
with individuals who were considering new projects or who had questions in
regards to projects previously acted on by the Board. These informal meetings
provide the property owner with a chance to consider all of the available
options before making a decision and committing funds.
During 1994, the Board utilized the engineering services of Mr. Edwin
Minnick, through the Belknap County Conservation District, to assist in tech-
nical reviews of two of the larger projects. His assistance proved extremely
helpful to both the Board and the applicants during these reviews.
Through the cooperation of other Town Boards and Officials, the Town Road
classification map has been updated and we are now ready to proceed with the
changes that will result from the upcoming Emergency 911 enactment.
At the 1994 Town Meeting, Zoning amendments were adopted which allow
application for and the erection of Business Directional Signs which will be of
benefit to businesses which are not located on the main thoroughfares.
The Planning Board also supports the Selectmen's adoption of a Hawkers
and Peddlers Ordinance which significantly streamlines the process necessary
for a temporary business.
During the year, the Board met with representatives from several organi-
zations including the Loudon Board of Selectmen, State of NH and Lakes
Region Planning Commission regarding the Route 106 upgrades. Currently
the Board, along with other Town representatives is working with the State of
NH in regards to a Route 140 bypass which would relieve the traffic impact in
the Village area, especially during high traffic times.
As always, the Board wishes to extend an invitation for all interested per-
sons to attend Board meetings. There are also Alternate Members positions
currently vacant on the Board for citizens who would like to get more involved
in their community
Reginald Caldwell, Chairman
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TOWN OF BELMONT
BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED FOR 1994
1994 was a prosperous year for the Town of Belmont. There was a substantial
increase of building permits issued compared to 1993. 175 permits were issued in
1994 as opposed to 127 in 1993, showing an increase of 37%. The areas of great-
est increase were Manufactured Homes and Residential Additions/Alterations.
Permits issued in 1994 are categorized as follows:
TYPE OF
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WINNIPESAUKEE RIVER BASIN ADVISORY BOARD
The Winnipesaukee River Basin Advisory Board, which oversees the oper-
ation of the sewage treatment plant in Franklin, New Hampshire, which is the
plant that treats the Town of Belmont's sewage, was active this year. The
Board decided that the plant should continue to be operated by State employ-
ees and not subcontracted out to a private firm.
BELMONT SEWER COMMISSION
The Belmont Sewer Commission has been handling routine business
throughout the calendar year with the exception of one item: The Board has
secured an Office of State Planning Grant for the construction of a sewer line
up Ladd Hill from Union Road. This sewer will service Arlene Drive, Ladd Hill




Advisory Board Belmont Member
Chairman, Belmont Sewer Commission.
REPORT OF THE BELMONT WATER DEPARTMENT
As I am sure many ofyou may remember the problems we experienced
last winter with the cold weather, broken water lines, and a ruptured water
tank, this was very costly to the Town Water Department. Our hopes are that
we will be able to continue service at the present rate.
The Commission is looking at options in order to abide with State and
Federal Regulations. This past summer the Water Department, along with the
School Department, installed a eight inch water line (700 feet) across the ball
field in order to provide better fire protection for the Junior and High School
buildings.
Respectfully submitted,
Frank R. Clairmont, Superintendent
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BELMONT POLICE DEPARTMENT
Annual Report for 1994
The following is an itemized list of the types of calls for service received this
year, and compared to 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, and 1993.
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Elementary School during "I love to read" week. The officers enjoyed the
opportunity to interact with the students and spend time letting the students
get to know them.
A group of Belmont High School seniors met with Sgt. McCarty regarding
bias crimes. The students had been following local events and wanted to learn
more about recent legislation and penalty enhancements in an attempt to bet-
ter understand the problem.
Sergeants Nielsen and McCarty put on a drug and alcohol education pro-
gram for Cub Scout Pack 65. The Scouts and their parents received separate
presentations. The Scouts were given information relative to making good
decisions when confronted with situations that might tempt them to use ille-
gal substances. The parents were assembled in a forum to discuss reducing the
demand for drugs and to help them understand what type of paraphernalia
and behavior might signal a concern about their child.
I was pleased to be invited to speak with the Belmont Seniors Group at
their Thanksgiving meeting. We had the opportunity to discuss how the imple-
mentation of the state wide 911 system will affect them. We discussed other
activities occurring in town and concerns that the members had about their
safety and security.
Belmont Old Home Day was a busy day for the department. The depart-
ment Honor Guard, consisting of Sgt. David Nielsen, Officers Richard Bryant,
David Estes and Richard Mann, won a first place ribbon in the parade. The
cruiser led the parade and carried as special guests Vince and Larry, the crash
dummies. Vince and Larry were there to encourage the use of safety belts. To
assist in this effort, the Dover Police Department sent us their "Convincer", a
sled that allowed people to experience what a 5 MPH crash would feel like.
McGruff the Crime Dog accompanied a large group of D.A.R.E. graduates in
receiving a ribbon in the parade. Department members acted as targets for
anyone interested in soaking them in the Rotary dunking booth.
There were many times that the department had to call upon other
departments for assistance. The Fire and Highway Departments are frequent-
ly called upon. All of the employees of the Town have contributed in some way
toward the department's effort to provide appropriate protection and service to
the community. They were always there to do anything that they could to help.
We thank them for their efforts.
I want to express my personal appreciation to the many townspeople who
did so much to support the department and myself during the past year. You
truly make Belmont a wonderful place to live and work.
I would also like to thank the Boards, Committees, Commissions, and
most importantly the members of the police department for their assistance
and support during the course of the year.
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The Police Department was made up of the
Michael P. McCarty, Chief of Police
David C. Nielsen, Sergeant
Karen A. McCarty, Sergeant
Brian J. Loanes, Sergeant
Mark B. Lewandoski, Patrolman
Steven H. Crockett, Patrolman
Richard A. Bryant, Patrolman
David L. Estes, Patrolman
Charles B. O'Connor, Patrolman
Richard Mann, Patrolman
Lori A. Walker, Secretary
Linda Pardy, Animal Control Officer
following people during 1994.
serving since January 1972
serving since February, 1981
serving since July, 1973
serving since July, 1980
serving since April, 1978
serving since April, 1981
serving since July, 1986
serving since February, 1988
serving since January, 1989
serving since September, 1993
serving since May, 1987
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BELMONT FIRE DEPARTMENT
1994 proved to be another busy year for the members of the Fire Department.
Even with a small decrease in the total number of calls that we responded to,
a total of 7,260 hours were put in by the personnel of the department. The
number of building fires has taken a big drop for 1994. The 7,260 hours covers
emergency calls and training only.
The following is a breakdown of calls for 1994.
1993 1994
Fire Emergency's 238 206 Down 32 calls
Medical Emergency's 299 327 Up 28 calls
Mutual Aid Calls 62 61 Down 1 call
Special Service Calls 86 56 Down 30 calls
As many people know and can see we have been very busy with the con-
struction of our new fire station located on Rt.# 140 between Main Street and
Rt.# 106. Without the help of many people in the construction business and
other people living in the community this project would not have been possi-
ble. We ask for and received the support that we needed in getting this build-
ing up. People in the construction business were asked to be in charge of dif-
ferent areas of the building during construction and it sure worked out well.
The members of the department have put in many hours working at the sta-
tion site. After work many nights and weekends our project is really coming
around. I want to thank each and every member of the department who has
worked on this project. I also want to thank the families of each member who
has allowed their husband or wife to put in all the hours that they have put in.
During the fall of 1993 I requested and got I.S.O. (Insurance Services
Office) to come to Belmont to set a new fire insurance rate for the town. After
many hours of work and time, I was notified by I.S.O. that our insurance rates
would drop from a class 6 to a class 4 for the people living within 1,000 feet of
a fire hydrant that is connected to the municipal hydrant system. Again with-
out the support of the Water Department, Board of Selectmen, Lakes Region
Fire Dispatch Center and the hard work of the personnel of the department
we would not have been able to drop our insurance rates.
As busy as we were throughout the year we were still able to install two
new Dry Hydrants. One hydrant was installed off Rt.# 106 in the area of
Seavey Rd. and Brown Hill Rd. and the other hydrant was installed in
Lochmere at the pumping station. Every year we try to install a few dry
hydrants so we can increase our fire protection for those people who live out-
side the municipal hydrant system. At the present time we have 26 dry
hydrants located throughout the town. I want to thank our Road Agent Luther
Brown and Norman Lacasse for their help with installing these dry hydrants.
In September of 1994 we received our new Rescue Truck and it has worked
out very good. This unit has a 10,000 watt generator and with the lighting sys-
tem that we have on the unit we have been able to work in a much safer condi-
tion for our personnel. This unit also carries a 4,500 psi cascade system so we
can have our breathing air for our air packs at the fire scene. This new unit also
carries a good amount of rescue tools, such as The JAWS of Life, air bags, and
hand tools that are needed at the scene of an emergency. If anyone wishes to
take a look at this new unit we will be more than happy to show it to anyone.
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I would like to remind everyone that a fire permit is needed whenever any
outside burning is being done. Fire permits are issued only at the fire station
Monday thru Friday from 0600 to 1630 hours. If someone wants to burn brush
on a Saturday or Sunday they have to get the permit on Friday because there
is no one at the fire station on Saturday or Sunday to issue permits. If the
ground is covered with snow a fire permit is NOT NEEDED to burn brush, but
we do ask that you call the station to let us know that you are going to burn
brush. By you calling it cuts down on unnecessary calls.
At this time I would like to thank the Board of Selectmen, Budget
Committee, all department heads and the taxpayers of Belmont for their sup-
port during the year.
Respectfully Submitted,
Albert J. Akerstrom III, Fire Chief
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WINNISQUAM FIRE DEPARTMENT, INC.
The Winnisquam Fire Department answered 357 calls for assistance during
1994. The breakdown of our calls by basic type and location are listed below:
Belmont Sanbornton Tilton
Structure Fires
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
In calendar year 1994, our three (3) leading causes of fires were No Permit,
Children and Rekindles of fires where the fire was not properly extinguished.
Violations of RSA 224:27 11, the fire permit law, and the other burning
laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of
up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppres-
sion costs.
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Fire
Officials, contact your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit
is required. This also helps to prevent unnecessary response to a controlled
burn.
Fire Statistics 1994 Average 1990-1993
Number of Fires Reported to
State for Cost Share Payment 283 443
Acres Burned 217 246
Suppression cost = $90,000+
Fires Reported by Lookout Towers (1994)
Fires Reported 588
Assists to Other Towers 363
Visitors 21,309
Fires Reported bv Detection Aircraft
89
Local communities and the State share the cost of suppression on a 50/50
basis. The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers and 3 contract air-
craft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid the quick
response from the local fire departments.
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF ASSISTANCE
1994 was a turning point for our General Assistance Program. A close look
at the expenditures from prior years (1991 - $101,367.79, 1992 - $130,251.99,
1993 - $101,381.52) in comparison to the year 1994 ($58,006.48) shows a
marked decrease in overall costs to the taxpayer. In addition repayments of
$6,636.98 were received from past assistance given making the net cost of 1994
services $51,369.50
The complete rewrite of our Assistance Guideline has played an important
part in helping to remove the burden carried by our citizens. An improved effort
to obtain outside help and assistance through private, non-profit and other gov-
ernmental bodies has contributed greatly to our success in lowering the tax bur-
den.
Our efforts to ensure a balanced program coupled with a recognition of the
needs of our fellow citizens will continue during 1995. Through our efforts in
this area the Town will meet the required needs of those in need while control-
ling the expenditure of your tax dollars.
I would like to thank all those Town Officials and Citizens who helped in
reaching our goals during this past year.
Donna J. Cilley
Director ofAssistance
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1994 HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT REPORT
January, February, and March brought the usual amount of snow and ice
storms and many hours of plowing, salting and sanding were put in. As the
snow went out, gravel was hauled to dry up the mud. The roads were graded
and calcium was put out for dust control.
Late spring work was again started on Durrell Mountain Road. Trees and
brush were cut and there was much ditch work to be done and many culverts
needed to be put in. We also had many large rocks that had to be dug out of
the road. We hauled in many yards of gravel and the road was shaped up for
paving. Due to the amount of large rocks taken out of the road, I decided to
wait until spring of 1995 to pave. Waiting gives the road time to settle.
After work was completed on Durrell Mountain Road, we started on
Middle Route. We cut trees and brush, sloped the banks, cleaned the ditches
and installed new cross and driveway culverts. We also hauled gravel in and
prepared the road for paving. We put down the base mix from Route 107 to
Rogers Road and in 1995 we will put a one inch finish coat over the base.
Early fall work started with ditch work on Dutile Road. There was a lot of
ledge to blow in order to complete the ditches. We were also able to put a drag
shim on Plummer Hill and Jamestown Roads. A drag shim evens out the low
and high spots on the roads. We also completed some ditch work on the steep
parts of Plummer Hill in areas where we had washouts. There was also much
more ditch work on Jamestown Road which we will complete in 1995. Dutile
and Durrell Mountain Roads will be repaved in 1995.
Union Road was reclaimed and repaved from Jamestown Road to
Hurricane Road. Reclaiming is when the old pavement is picked up and
ground into fill. It is placed back on the road and then paved over.
I would like to thank all of the other departments for their help in accom-
plishing so much in the past year.
Respectfully Submitted,
Luther Brown
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REPORT OF THE RECREATION COMMISSION
December 1994
1994 was another productive year for improvements to Sargent Park. The fol-
lowing items have been completed:
1) Raised chainlink fence on two sides of the basketball court to keep the ball in
play and prevent the kids from "fence-hopping" onto neighboring property.
2) Removed and replaced basketball backboards and nets. Thank you Mike
McCarty and the basketball group for their help.
3) Resurfaced basketball court. Thank you Luther Brown for helping to improve
drainage around the net post.
4) Removed unwanted trees and shrubs from the parking lot area and pruned
the spruce trees at the entrance to the park. Thank you Mike and Karen
McCarty for your help.
5) Added an outdoor security light and indoor light to the storage shed and
rest rooms.
6) Improved lighting at the horseshoe pits by installing three (3) 1000 watt
metal halide sports lights. One of which will be used for security lighting.
I would like to thank the following people and organizations for their help at
Sargent Park during the year.
The selectmen, town administrator and all employees at the town hall. The
budget committee, the police department, the fire department, Luther Brown
and the highway department, the water department, Mike and Karen McCarty,
and the many rollerhockey players who helped (particularly David Court and
Jamie Porie). Last but not least, thank you taxpayers of Belmont.
The plans for improving the playground area of the park have been going slow-
er than expected. In order to do a first class job it will take more time, money
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LIBRARY TREASURER'S REPORT
1994






















BALANCE ON HAND 1/1/95 $3,736.30
*$10.15 Interest carried from 1993
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REPORT TO THE CITIZENS OF DISTRICT ONE:
As your Executive Councilor for this Town and area, it is my privilege to
communicate with you in this District of 98 Towns and 4 Cities. The Executive
Council is five in number and acts much like a board of directors at the very
top of your executive branch of your state government. Our authority extends
to the approval of contracts with out of state government organizations,
municipalities, individuals, and businesses. The judges in the judicial branch
of your government all receive their appointment by nomination by the
Governor and confirmation by the Executive Council.
All Community Development Block Grants receive final approval by the
Governor and Council. The Governor and Council also act as the final approval
on all Business Finance Authority loans. Major docks and mooring fields in
state waters also must receive Governor and Council approval. There are
dozens of Boards and Commissions established by law that require Governor
and Council approval. There are 266 Commissioners and Directors of the vari-
ous departments that require nomination by the Governor and confirmation by
the Council.
As we look forward toward 1995 citizens and local officials will be asked to
bring forth recommendations for the 10 year highway plan for New
Hampshire. Public hearings must be held in each of the five council districts. I
plan to hold at least five in this large northern district and will be asking the
regional planning commissions to assist in this process
Other items to be on the look out for would be getting applications for the
some three million dollars worth of transportation enhancement projects.
Much of this money is already obligated ahead, (your local regional planning
commission can be of help in this area) We in this district should be most
aggressive in applying for some of the 8 million dollars of Community
Development Block Grant money through the Office of State Planning (tel
271-2155) and your local tourist promotion or chamber of commerce should be
dreaming of ways to apply for the some $600,000 in matching grant money for
area promotion, (tel 271-2411 for more information)
Citizens, local officials and local businesses should also be aware of the
vast number of people in your state government who are available and willing
to provide technical assistance and information for local and regional concerns
simply by calling or writing my office.
New Hampshire State Government small enough and efficient to provide
friendly, courteous and timely service to those who seek information, assis-
tance and relief if such is a part of New Hampshire State law and budget.
Should my office be of assistance within the Executive Branch of your
State Government please write or call. It would be an honor to be of service to
you in a friendly, courteous and timely manner!
Raymond S. Burton Room 207
RFD # 1 State House
Woodsville, NH 03785 Concord, NH 03301
Tel (603) 747-3662 Tel (603) 271-3632
Vital
Statistics
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF BELMONT
Year Ending December 31, 1994
Date Name of Bride and Groom Age Residence
01/01 Robert Arthur Benwell, Jr
Cindy June Clifton
1/0 1 Jeffrey William Fendley
Brenda Jane Colprit
02/11 Gregory Scott Gilbert
Laurie Jean MacLeod
02/12 Steven M. Nile
Lisa Marie Harris
02/19 Milton Vlacis Christy
Susan Elizabeth Goodwin
02/19 John Albert Theriault
Grace Bernandette Denauw
03/19 Douglas C. Kapplain
Lois L. Saunders
04/02 Gary D. Breton
Theresa A. Robichaud
04/09 Bernard Anthony Kenney
Lisa Anne Perrier
04/10 James Thomas Wolf
Priscilla J., Brazier
04/16 Paul N. Bragg
Dorothy J. Dorval
04/30 Mark A. Padula
Maureen L. Webber




05/07 Matthew Carl Desautelle
Stacie Lynne Paquet
05/14 Anthony Neil Abate
Tina Marie Corriveau
05/15 Wesley Andrew Smith
Bobbie-Jo Knapp
05/21 Brian Adrian Beede
Lynn Marie Braase
05/21 Howard R. Lank
Kathleen A. Greenwood
05/28 Donald Knight Sanborn
Michelle Kay Roberts
05/29 Iakov Zusmanovich Tseitlin
Linda Marie Goetz
35
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06/06 Michael Ryan Felber
Karen Jean Tays
06/09 Peter Jacob Bouchard
Sara-Beth Frost
06/11 David John Leroux
Amylynn Petronella Kukler
06/11 George W. Oliver III
Darlene Elaine LeBlanc
06/25 Kevin Paul Kresco
Jeanne Elizabeth Hoey
06/25 William Harlen Wright
Teresa Ann Kindell
07/02 Steven Lee McCarthy
Samantha Patrice Schofield
07/02 Steven Allen Williams
Michelle Pennie Caissie
07/09 Arthur George Baker
Deborah Delegge
07/09 Robert Bruce Kupetz
Karen Marie Zink




07/16 Brian Charles Harris
Donna Claire Stinson
07/16 Karl Weymouth Shepherd
Lisa Ann Harbour
07/20 Ronald William Morin
Katherine Ann MacDonald




07/30 Allan Robert Cornelius
Donna Susan Boyden
08/06 Steven James Finnegan
Kimberly Ann Thomas
08/06 Steven Howard Fry
Tracey Lynn Elliott
08/13 Michael Harrington Fogarty
Thea Marie Carter
08/20 Martin Leo Wilson
Audrey Marie McKenzie
08/21 Charles Lee Dayton
Tracy Lynn Kakule
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08/27 William Stanley Kordas
Sharon A. Jameson
08/27 James Robert deSousa
Judith Theresa Sullivan
09/07 Gregg D. Downs
Faith M. Goodsell
09/10 Jeffrey Lawrence Ainsworth
Christy Marie Hannan
09/10 Michael S. Akerman
Colleen S. Ryder
09/10 Douglas Robert Shaver
Lynn Marie Boyd
10/01 Harry Armand Bean
Sheri Ann Dulac
10/01 Timothy James Nelson
Jacqueline Ann Christi
10/07 John Paul Cooper
Linda M. Amell
10/13 Walter John Garside
Mary Joellyn McNulty
10/18 Clyde Albert Lewis, Jr.
Angela Beth Stroud
10/20 Woodbury Pierce Fogg
Renea Ann Elsten
10/22 Brian Kevin Mackes
Irene Marie Craig
11/04 Russell Darwin Davis
Diana Christina Bleggi
11/18 David Michael Fecteau
Donna Jean Levesque
12/12 Eric R. Grennell
Ann Marie Peck
12/17 Michael Richardson Rivers
Vanessa Ann Shepard
























































I hereby certify that the above Vital Statistic Report is correct to the best of
my knowledge and belief.
Doralyn M. Harper
Town Clerk




